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"Mastering the Game"By the end of his story, Strauss concludes that a life of nothing but picking up
women is "for losers", and he advocates incorporating pickup artist methods into a more balanced
lifeAmazon CEO Jeff Bezos is once again the richest person in the world here's how he got there
(AMZN) MSN News2 days agoJeff Bezos, founder and CEO of Amazon, once again surpassed Bill
Gates on Friday to become the richest person in the worldProvisionally titled Game Over, it focuses
on Strauss's difficulties with long-term relationships, following his immersion in pickupThis book is
about what a pickup artist is, how he operates and how to become oneDespite the reputation that
The Game has gained as an expos on the seduction community, it was primarily written as an
autobiographical work
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The book then narrates the journey of how Strauss goes through the stages of becoming a pickup
artist (a description of the members of the community) and gains the pseudonym "Style"Even the
pro's will pick up a thing or twoRetrieved 24 April 2008This guy does not mess aroundVarietyAbout
Google Books - Privacy Policy - TermsofService - Blog - Information for Publishers - Report an issue Help - Sitemap - GoogleHome .It's taken 406 pages for Strauss to realize what most readers will have
got by page 10."[6] He notes the failure of Project Hollywood and the fact that the book does not
recognize the role of women in selecting partners.[6] He also writes, "The other false advertisement
is that Strauss has 'penetrated' a 'secret society' of geeks-turned-gurus including Mystery, his rival
Ross Jeffries and renegade PUA (pickup artist) teachers nicknamed Papa and Tyler Durden

"The Art of Seduction"Malcolm Knox wrote, "I doubt he has anything helpful for anyone except those
men whose emotional maturity stalled at age 15."[6] He also wrote, "If the reader is too far ahead of
the author, a book has a problemReception[edit]Instead of models in bikinis lounging by the Project
Hollywood pool all day, we had pimply teenagers, bespectacled businessmen, tubby students, lonely
millionaires, struggling actors, frustrated taxi drivers, and computer programmers lots of computer
programmers."[4] The reviewer remarked that "The sell is that, with the special techniques they
learn from Mystery and other gurus, the ubergeeky can often give a convincing simulation of being a
regular human being, even if, like one sarger in this book, they are in fact nearsociopaths."[4]Strauss mentions his experiments with sleeping habits, personal grooming tips, and
encounters with celebrities such as Scott Baio, Tom Cruise, Andy Dick, Paris Hilton, Courtney Love,
Dennis Rodman, and Britney Spears^ {{cite newslast=Kitfirst=Borisurl= Picks Up Neil Strauss' 'The
Game,' Taps 'Solitary Man' Team to Write and Directwork=The Hollywood Reporterdate=8 July
2011accessdate=22 May 2017 ^ MGM to Penetrate the 'Secret Society of Pickup Artists' Film School
Rejects A must read

Alexandra Jacobs wrote in The New York Times that Strauss "switched awkwardly between
misogynistic comments and feeble attempts at self-awareness."[7] She also notes that "he does
come to perceive one curious thing about the PUA's: They seem far more interested in spending time
with fellow PUA's, amassing, refining and discussing the game, than actually getting to know
womenHe offers further guidelines for the process of seduction, which include preparing things to
say before going out and telling groups of women surreptitiously impressive storiesRetrieved
2008-04-24This maneuver has its own name: 'the Neg.'"[5]As with all "Top x lists", many people
disagreed with my choices 8ca7aef5cf
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